FILL IN THE BLANKS

WACKY SPY
MISSION
Instructions: Grab a friend and ask them for a
word for each blank. Don’t tell them what the story
is about! Then read it back and get ready to laugh.

Dear Agent

,

YOUR NAME

We are glad that you found this note hidden inside your
find, but since you got straight
wouldn’t accidentally
Your new mission:

PICK A LETTER A-F

's on your Secret Agent report card, we knew you
it!

VERB

has been captured by the bad guys, and we need

FRIEND'S NAME

you to carry out a secret rescue. Don’t tell anyone, not even
You are going to need some supplies:
a/n

ADJECTIVE

		

. It was hard to

NOUN

BIG NUMBER

!

NAME OF PET

marbles, a giant

, and

NOUN

. (Note: we don’t know why you’d need any of

TYPE OF BARNYARD ANIMAL

those things, but better safe than sorry!)
Next get into your spy car. It should be parked in
(We let them borrow it for a quick spy mission to
up

FAVORITE SNACK

There will be a

's driveway.

NAME OF RELATIVE
COUNTRY NAME

if they promised to pick

at the grocery store on the way back.)
JOB AN ADULT WOULD HAVE

with your new spy name: first name:

disguise in the glove compartment, and a fake ID

THE LAST THING YOU ATE

, last name:

STREET YOU LIVE ON

Just in case the bad guys see you leaving, check into a hotel and hide there for
We recommend doing
MOVIE CREATURE

NUMBER

NUMBER

.

years.

pushups every day to stay in shape, and learning how to speak

's language. Why? You’re the super spy, you tell us!

When it is finally time to carry out the mission—oh wait, we just found out the agent wasn’t
actually captured. They were just on the couch watching
Great job once again, Agent

YOUR NAME

!

FAVORITE TV SHOW

.

